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Sole agencies:

There’s an Afrikaans saying: Om te
meet is it weet. Translated, it means
that to quantify something you need
to measure it at the start and then
re-measure later to observe the
change. We do a lot of measuring
here – in many ways it is the crux of
our business philosophy. We measure
engine output (and changes), and
then we measure actual performance
(and changes).
To do it accurately requires

specialised equipment. The cost of
proper dynamometers is significant:
they must be maintained and
calibrated and require skilled
personnel to operate them. We have
two dynos, one of them capable of
measuring the output of all-wheel-
drive vehicles.
When it comes to validating gains,

we use the controlled environment of
Gerotek and sophisticated equipment
from VBOX. In fact, when we take
our Golf7 R to KZN this weekend for
the Dezzi Invitational at Dezzi
Raceway near Port Shepstone, we’ll
use our VBOX PerformanceBox
GPS-based datalogger to analyse the
Stiglet’s laps after each session, and
look for ways of improving him
and/or the car.
We know it is working perfectly, as

we recently lent it to a media friend,
Jesse Adams, who used it for almost
six hours continuously, completing 
1 000 laps of the Gerotek skidpan!
His goal? A bid for a new Guinness
World Record, for the ‘longest drift’. 
At the time of writing he was

waiting for confirmation from
Guinness that his marathon of skill
and concentration succeeded.
Personally, I think he’s completely
mad, but a Guinness World Record is
something to brag about. Thanks to
our datalogger, he at least gave them
solid evidence – not just a “claim”!

Rob Green
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If you want an SUV that behaves like
a high-performance car, then a BMW
X5M is a good place to start. While it
isn’t the latest, the E70-generation
version with its 4.4-litre twin-turbo is
pretty explosive in standard form,
but the one you see here is
something extra-special.
Without giving away our trade secrets,

suffice to say that we’ve done some work
inside the turbos to allow for more boost
and also given them better breathing
from the outside. 
A full Techniflow stainless steel

performance exhaust and de-cat
downpipes makes for maximum power

and a spine-tingling sound, with a
dual-tone set-up providing the best of
both worlds. 
We’ve maintained a Germanic theme

by managing it all with a Novatune
piggyback, which helps us to safely take
things from 408kW/680Nm to 535kW
and 870Nm. When we drew the graphs,
we were worried that the printer was
going to run out of paper! 
Finally, we’ve added some visual

enhancements, namely a front splitter
and rear diffuser in carbon fibre and the
famed M tricolour on the one kidney
grille and down the flanks – on a white
car it looks wicked!

X-CEPTIONAL! AUDI GETS THE
GOLIATH
We know our Goliath air intake
system works and there are already
many Golfs and Audi S3s out there
enjoying the benefits – we know it
is worth at least 10kW, without
another change. We’ve now
developed a system for the latest
Audi RS3, which is a completely
different beast from the other hot
hatches in the VAG stable…
The RS3 boasts a five-cylinder

2.5-litre powerplant and the
underbonnet architecture bears
little resemblance to other Audis,
and VWs. Which meant apart from
being crafted from the same
desirable carbon fibre it required a
complete redesign. It is very much a
work-in-progress, so more on this
next month, where we hopefully
can enlighten you on the software
solution we used. 

ZIM’S FASTEST 
4X4 BY FAR
This 520kW Jeep SRT8, which we
turned into a Jeep SRT8
Supercharged, continues to rule the
roost across our borders. Watch it in
action on this You Tube link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D
7k8Iqt6aH4

Work In Progress... when
we're finished, the Goliath
for RS3 will look wicked!



There’s no better way to take
ownership of a new car than to take
it for a loooong drive! That’s exactly
what Shanil Rajkossore decided to do
with his 560kW (750 horsepower!)
Mustang GT, freshly Supercharged by
our team.
With his wife, Michelle, alongside,

they cruised from our Randburg HQ
to their Durban home at a brisk pace,
revelling in the sound from the
101mm tailpipes and enjoying the
envious looks from other road users.
Since then it has also made a big

impression on the KZN performance
community.
“I’m extremely happy with how it

all turned out and the whole
experience has measured up to my
expectations,” said Shanil. “The
exhaust is certainly extrovert, but
that’s part of the appeal and it helps
with unleashing the power – and this
is my special occasion car anyway!” 
Apart from the engine upgrade, he

opted for our striping service, and also
purchased his car with our optional
two-year/75 000 kilometre warranty. 

Fox suspension has a long and
illustrious history in the world of
motorsport, both two-wheeled
(engine-powered and pedal-powered)
as well as 4x4s. The company’s roots
go back to 1974, when Bob Fox
started making shocks for the
motocross market. 
At RGM, we can supply and install the

Fox Factory, Performance and Evolution
Series shock absorber ranges, providing a
premium quality solution for just about

any double cab, 4x4 or SUV on the
market. We installed a 2.5 Performance
Series kit, with remote reservoirs for
additional fluid volume, on our Hilux
Supercharged, transforming both the ride
and handling. It is an update we
recommend for any vehicle that has had
its power output increased substantially
and/or is going to be regularly used for
towing or serious off-road work. 
Talk to our technical sales team about

your needs.

JOBURG TO DURBS... AT PACE!

PARTNER FOCUS

OUTFOXED

BORDER DUTY
Kuruman is a long way to drive to
do a few quarter-mile runs, but
boss-man Rob Green decided to have
a go behind the wheel of our
Untamed Golf7 R recently. He took
an enthusiastic crew of Laz, Leeshan
and Jared with him, opting to tow it
to the pretty Northern Cape town
for some fun. Despite a
less-than-perfect surface (a runway
rather than a pukka dragstrip), we
recorded a best of 11.4 seconds and
came away from the event with a
second place overall. Our crew
reported a very enthusiastic response
from the locals, and we look to
returning someday soon.

JACK OF ALL TRADES 
One of the highlights of the BMW
Club’s calendar is the annual Tarlton
gymkhana, which is a test of both
man and machine. As well as being
tremendous fun, it is also a great
test of a car, where a combination of
speed, manoeuvrability and response
is required. Once again it suited our
Golf7 R well, with The Stiglet in top
form too. 
He proved that he hasn’t lost his

touch, ending the day third overall
(behind a Nissan GTR and a very fast
Scooby), which just pipped him for
second overall and a class win.

We're proud to do business with the following partners: Stigworx, BMW Car Club, Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q, Vari brakes, Technizone, Novatune,

Eibach suspension, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation, VPS Midrand, Glutek, Indyoil, Ohlins, Sajco, Cazz Mania Signs and Fox Suspension.




